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Special words 

Jarra, goes, of, into, there, is, basket, the, was, 

he, said, no, extras, his, puts, what, do, you, home 

 

Let’s look at Jarra’s shopping list:  

 1 pack of butter 

 1 carton of milk 

 1 kilogram of plums 

 1 packet of mints 

 1 bunch of cress 

 2 cans of dog food 

Jarra goes into the supermarket. There is not much on the shopping 

list so he picks up a basket from the stack. 

Jarra gets the pack of butter and a carton of milk off the shelf. Mum 

said ten plums is about 1 kilogram. He counts the plums. 

The packet of mints is on the shelf with the sweets. Jarra is tempted 

by the Smarties but mum said no extras. He just gets the mints.  

Jarra selects a bunch of cress. There is just the dog food left on the 

list. Jarra spots the cans of dog food and picks 2 cans: beef and 

chicken chunks. 



Jarra goes to the checkout and waits. He puts the shopping on the 

bench and checks his list. Butter, milk, plums, mints, cress, 2 cans of 

dog food. 

“That will be fifteen dollars and twenty cents,” said the shopkeeper. 

“Will you need a bag?” 

“No thanks,” replied Jarra, remembering the bags he had left on the 

hook on the kitchen door. “I’ll be OK”.  

Jarra paid the shopkeeper fifteen dollars and twenty cents and was 

given the docket. What do you think Jarra did with the shopping 

without a bag? What would you do? 

He tried the bag of plums in his hood but it did not fit. He tucked the 

carton of milk under his arm and put the pack of butter in the pocket 

of his jumper. He collected the rest of the goods and held them in his 

hands: plums, 2 cans of dog food, cress, bag of mints. 

What do you think will happen to the shopping? Do you think Jarra will 

get home without dropping it? 

 

  



Questions 

After reading the text ask students one or more of the following questions. If students are 

working in pairs, alternate Partner 1, then Partner 2. 

 Tell me the items that were on Jarra’s list. There were six 

different items but seven things altogether because he got two 

of one item. 

 What would you have done if you had forgotten to bring a bag for 

the shopping? 

 Was Jarra’s mum right about the plums? Are there about ten 

plums to a kilogram? How could you check? 

 What are some of the difficulties that children have when they 

go shopping? 

 When Jarra got back, he put the shopping away. Look at Jarra’s 

list. What items are kept in the fridge? What items are kept in 

the larder? What items are left? 

 

 

 


